
Oracle Optimization and 
Licensing Assessment (OLA)

Maximize efficiency by tailoring your resource 
usage to the demands of your workloads, 
ensuring you choose the most suitable instance 
sizes and types available on AWS.

Optimize and Modernize Your 
Oracle Infrastructure on AWS

Benefits of an Oracle Optimization 
and Licensing Assessment (OLA)

About ClearScale

Get Your Oracle Optimization and Licensing 
Assessment (OLA)

→

An AWS analysis of over 5,700 Oracle instances shows 
that running Oracle on AWS can require 35% fewer 
cores compared to on-premises setups. ClearScale’s 
Oracle Optimization and Licensing Assessment 
(OLA) is designed to help streamline your Oracle 
environment. 

We evaluate your current Oracle infrastructure, 
including an assessment of your on-premises 
workloads and Licensing Information Document. 
We’ll discover cost-saving opportunities and 
provide you with options to optimize your Oracle 
infrastructure on the AWS cloud, enhancing 
efficiency and reducing overhead.

This initiative not only aims to refine resource 
utilization and cut unnecessary expenses but also 
explores flexible licensing models that align with your 
business objectives. Through this assessment, we 
deliver comprehensive evaluations, develop migration 
proofs-of-concept, and deploy modernization 
tactics, ensuring your Oracle systems are optimally 
configured on AWS for maximum cost efficiency and 
performance.

Founded in 2011, ClearScale is a pioneer in providing cloud-native consulting solutions exclusively for Amazon Web 
Services (AWS). Our team of experts has empowered hundreds of clients to leverage cutting-edge AWS technology 
to innovate and scale their operations, while optimizing IT costs.  

www.clearscale.com 

(800) 591-0442

sales@clearscale.com 50 California Street  
Suite 1500  
San Francisco, CA 94111

Achieve greater cost savings in the cloud 
through streamlined instance usage and 
minimized licensing requirements. Capitalize on 
AWS’s elasticity to optimize your infrastructure 
configurations and reduce unnecessary licensing 
expenditures.

Cut licensing costs by paying only for the 
resources you utilize. Fine-tune your cloud 
computing and licensing strategies to lower 
overall expenses.

Adopt Flexible Licensing 

Reduce IT Expenditures

Optimize Resource Allocation

http://www.clearscale.com


2 - 3 weeks

ClearScale’s Offering

AWS funding may be available. 

Oracle OLA

Get your Oracle Optimization →
and Licensing Assessment 

Or Scan → AWS Marketplace: Oracle Optimization and Licensing Assessment

ClearScale will assess your on-premises Oracle 
workloads, your Licensing Information Document, 
discover opportunities for cost optimization, and 
provide you with all of the options to optimize 
your Oracle estate on AWS. 

We’ll examine the OLA report to understand the 
current consumption, costs, and provisioning of 
your existing Oracle setups. This analysis will help 
you assess the potential cost savings that could be 
achieved by modernizing your Oracle workloads  
on AWS. 

 • Illuminate your on-premises Oracle resource   
  consumption and learn what you need to do to  
  avoid wasting limited IT dollars.

 • Discover how you can pay for only the Oracle  
  resources that you consume when you go   
  through AWS for Oracle storage and compute.

 • Find out how you can break free of rigid third-  
  party contracts and licensing agreements   
  that keep you locked in with legacy vendors.

Highlights

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-pe5czb7ldi5aq?sr=0-8&ref_=beagle&applicationId=AWSMPContessa

